NATURAL CAT LITTER

CLUMPING PINE
NO CLAY, NO SILICA, NO FRAGRANCE, NO WORRIES!
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Safe & natural botanical enhancers boost clumping power – without chemicals
Natural bio-filters control ammonia and solid odors for a fresh, healthy environment
Clumping Pine texture is low in dust and naturally attractive to cats
4 times more absorbent than most clay litters – use less litter and save money
Perfect litter for single and multi-cat households

www.guardianlitter.com

Net Weight 14 lbs (6.3 kg)

CLUMPING PINE

NATURAL CAT LITTER

Congratulations! Your purchase
of Guardian Angel Cat Litter shows
your commitment to the health
of your pets and their environment.
Through our proprietary UHCBS3 heat treatment
process we remove potential allergens and
supercharge the absorbency power leaving a naturally
effective, highly absorbent litter that is safe for your
pets and your family. Our naturally occurring bio-filters
control odor by trapping urine and dehydrating solids
without added fragrance or dangerous chemicals.

Guardian Angel Clumping
Pine Litter is clean,
safe and easy to use.
Unlike clumping clay
litters, our clumping
pine will not stick
to the litter box
surface or accumulate
in paw pads.

14 lbs

56 lbs

CLAY

With 4 times the absorption power of most clay litters,
our clumping pine will reduce your consumption
and save you money! So easy to handle, sift and
dispose you’ll wonder why you didn’t try it sooner.

D I R ECT I O N S F O R U SE :
As with any litter change, gradually add our pine litter into the litter you are currently using.
This will allow your pet time to adjust to the change.
Once full adjusted, place 2-3 inches of Guardian Angel Litter in a clean litter box.
Remove the urine soaked litter and solids each day and dispose. Add fresh litter as needed.
You will be amazed by Guardian Angel Cat Litter because you’ll rarely need
to strip the box and refill; but do so at your discretion / as needed.
Visit our website www.guardianlitter.com for more information.
Need advice? Ask Stella at www.blog.guardianlitter.com.
A parasite sometimes found in cat feces can cause toxoplasmosis. Pregnant women and
those with suppressed immune systems are especially susceptible. Wash hands
thoroughly after handling used cat litter. Bag used cat litter for disposal.
For overall water quality and wildlife safety, some states consider litter
flushing to be illegal. Be sure to consult the laws of your state.
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I N G R ED I EN TS:
100% Natural Clumping Pine
Proudly Made in the U.S.A.

FPO

866.962.4686 ° Loves Park, Illinois 61111 ° www.guardianlitter.com

